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Abstract
We test the Principle of Equivalence for particles and antiparticles, using CPLEAR data on tagged K 0 and K 0 decays
into pqpy. For the first time, we search for possible annual, monthly and diurnal modulations of the observables <hqy< and
fqy, that could be correlated with variations in astrophysical potentials. Within the accuracy of CPLEAR, the measured
values of <hqy< and fqy are found not to be correlated with changes of the gravitational potential. We analyze data
assuming effective scalar, vector and tensor interactions, and we conclude that the Principle of Equivalence between
particles and antiparticles holds to a level of 6.5, 4.3 and 1.8 = 10y9 , respectively, for scalar, vector and tensor potentials
originating from the Sun with a range much greater than the distance Earth–Sun. We also study energy-dependent effects
that might arise from vector or tensor interactions. Finally, we compile upper limits on the gravitational coupling difference
between K 0 and K 0 as a function of the scalar, vector and tensor interaction range. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction
The neutral kaon system is a very sensitive laboratory for the exploration of possible differences
between matter and antimatter. Indeed, it is the only
system where any matter-antimatter difference has
been seen, which is conventionally ascribed to a
CP-violating term in the K 0 – K 0 mass matrix.
Searches for other asymmetries between K 0 and K 0
have also been conducted, notably to set upper limits
on effects violating CPT invariance w1x. These have
included a possible w2x CPT-violating K 0 – K 0 mass
difference, d m, and width difference, dG , w3,4x and
stochastic CPT violation of the form that may appear
if neutral kaons should be described as an open
quantum-mechanical system w5–7x. These searches
have been motivated in part by suggestions that
some form of CPT violation may occur in a quantum
theory of gravity w8x.
It has also been suggested that some quantum
theory of gravity might entail an apparent violation
of the Principle of Equivalence between matter and
antimatter particles, due for instance to the possible
exchange of a light vector particle with interactions
of gravitational strength, a ‘‘graviphoton’’ w9x. Such
a deviation from the Principle of Equivalence would
imply a different gravitational coupling between particle and antiparticle, independently of the universality of the coupling between matter and gravity w10x.

The aspect of the Principle of Equivalence concerning the universality of the coupling between the
graviton and matter has been verified by many and
diverse experiments, which, over the last four
decades, have placed stringent limits on possible
deviations from General Relativity. These include
phenomenological searches for non-universality in
free fall w11x, the fractional difference in the acceleration of the Earth and Moon in the Sun’s gravitational
field using lunar laser ranging w12x, the universality
of the gravitational red shift using very stable clocks
on aircraft, rockets and satellites w13x, the spatial
anisotropy of nuclear energy levels w14x, and upper
limits on time variations in the basic coupling constants of the Standard Model w15x.
The other aspect of the Equivalence Principle,
that of the universality of the gravitational coupling
between matter and antimatter, can be tested by
particle–antiparticle comparisons, such as K 0 – K 0
w4x and p – p w16x mass-difference measurements,
which can be interpreted as tests of the Principle of
Equivalence under the assumption of exact CPT
symmetry w17x.
Data from the CPLEAR experiment have been
used previously to set the most precise available
upper limits on a possible CPT-violating K 0 – K 0
mass difference, d m, and width difference, dG , w4x
and on stochastic CPT-violating parameters w7x. These
data are used in the present paper as a function of
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time, in order to provide tests of the second aspect of
the Principle of Equivalence comparing K 0 and K 0 .
After presenting the formalism, we report on a systematic search for possible annual, monthly and diurnal modulations of the observables <hqy < and fqy,
as functions of the known variations of the astrophysical potentials. The upper limits so obtained can
be used to constrain differences between K 0 and K 0
interactions with a background field, as a function of
its intrinsic spin and range. We use these bounds to
discuss the possibility that all of the observed CPviolating effects could be due to an astrophysical
scalar field w18x. In addition, the K 0 – K 0 mass
difference provided by the CPLEAR experiment,
which is ten orders of magnitude more precise than
the available p – p mass difference, puts stronger
upper limits on the violation of the Principle of
Equivalence for longer-range interactions, by considering galactic and extragalactic background fields.
Finally, we comment on the possible combination of
CPLEAR data with higher-energy data to constrain
more tightly interactions with vector or tensor background fields.
Although limits on differences between K 0 and
0
K interactions with a background field, arising
from limits on the K 0 – K 0 mass difference, have
already been reported in the literature w19x, limits
derived from studies of the observables <hqy < and
fqy, in relation with the known time variations of
the astrophysical potentials, are, to our knowledge,
entirely new. We note that limits derived from possible modulations of <hqy < and fqy related to the
modulation of astrophysical potentials do not depend
on the less well known galactic and extragalactic
potentials, those being constant during the lifetime of
the experiment.
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where M K 0 is the kaon inertial mass, and D m s m L
y m S is the mass difference between the long- and
short-lived neutral kaons. Non-invariance under CPT
would induce, in principle, a mass difference, d m,
between the K 0 and K 0 , which is limited to d m F
3.5 = 10y1 9 GeV Ž95% CL. w4x. We assume in Ž1.
and the rest of this paper the equality of the inertial
masses and widths of K 0 and K 0 . Also, we work
throughout in the conventional quantum-mechanical
formalism.
A violation of the Principle of Equivalence could
arise from the possibility that the K 0 and K 0 might
have different interactions with the surrounding astrophysical matter distribution via background fields
of tensor, vector and scalar types. Possible sources of
such interactions are astrophysical bodies at generic
distances r. One parametrizes the possible magnitudes of their effects relative to the conventional
gravitational potential U s GN Mrr due to a body of
mass M, where GN is the Newton’s constant, by
introducing relative couplings g and g for the K 0
and K 0 , respectively. Any matter-antimatter difference in the couplings of a field of spin J and
effective range r J , Ž g y g . J , would entail an effective violation of the Principle of Equivalence, since it
would violate the universality of free fall for the K 0
and K 0 . Such effects depend explicitly on the potential U of the gravitational interaction and have an
exponential dependence on the field effective range
rJ .
In the case of a tensor gravitational interaction the
effective K 0 – K 0 mass difference acquires the form
w19x:

d m eff s M K 0 Ž g y g . 2

U
c2

Ž 1 q Õ 2rc 2 . g 2 eyr r r

2

,

Ž 2.
2. Formalism for equivalence tests

(

The standard treatment of mass mixing in the
neutral kaon system is based on the following parameterization
Ms

ž

M K 0 D mr2
D mr2 M K 0

/

Ž 1.

where g s 1r 1 y Õ 2rc 2 . In the case of a vector
interaction, we assume that any vector interaction
couples to the four-velocity field of the neutral kaon
via HdtX g V Vm x˙ m , with Vm s ŽUrc 2 ,0,0,0. for static
sources, leading to

d m eff s M K 0 Ž g y g . 1

U
c2

g eyr r r 1 .

Ž 3.
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Finally, in the case of scalar interactions, we assume
a ‘‘dilaton-like’’ coupling to the trace of the stresstensor of the kaon system, as would be the case for a
Brans-Dicke scale factor, leading to
U

d m eff s M K 0 Ž g y g . 0

eyr r r 0 .

c2

Ž 4.

We emphasize the different functional forms for the
tensor, vector and scalar interactions given in Eqs.
Ž2. – Ž4., in particular the energy independence of the
scalar interaction. Within the framework of a conventional quantum field theory we would expect that
Ž g y g . J s 0 for J s 0 or 2, whereas Ž g y g .1 / 0
could be generated by graviphoton exchange w9x.
Such K 0 – K 0 mass differences modify the values
of the CP-violation observables:
<hqy < 2 , < e < 2 q

Ž d m eff .
8Ž Dm.

2

Ž 5.

2

and
tan fqy, tan fsw q

d m eff
Ž tan2fsw q 1 . , Ž 6.
2'2 D m < e <
1

where fsw is the superweak phase w3x. Limits on
Ž g y g . J for interactions of any sufficiently large
range may be obtained by searching for possible
modulations of <hqy < and fqy due to changes in the
effective potential, e.g., as the Earth orbits the Sun,
which would induce an annual modulation in fqy
and <hqy <.
From the expressions for d m eff , quoted above, we
can calculate the variations of fqy and <hqy < with
the variations DU of the astrophysical potentials, as
determined from astrophysical measurements w20x.
One thus obtains the following explicit expressions
for Ž g y g . J
< g y g < J s 2'2 c 2

Dm
MK 0

ž

D Ž <hqy < 2 .
2

DŽ U .

1

/

2

jJ err rJ

Ž 7.

and

Ž g y g . J s 2'2 c 2

Dm

<e <

M K 0 Ž 1 q tan2fsw .

=j J e r r r J ,

D tan fqy
DU

Ž 8.

where DŽ<hqy < 2 . and D tan fqy are the variations in
the observable parameters associated with a variation
DU, in the gravitational potential, and j J s 1,gy1
and w g 2 Ž1 q Õ 2rc 2 .xy1 are the energy dependences
for interactions with J s 0,1 and 2. It is clear that
the sign of Ž g y g . J may be determined from Eq.
Ž8., but this is not the case for a measurement of
<hqy <, as can be seen from Eq. Ž7.. On the other
hand, the numerical sensitivity of Ž7. is somewhat
greater, as we shall see later. The limits quoted in the
following refer always to < g y g < J .
We note that Eqs. Ž7. and Ž8. depend on D m, for
which we take the world average value D m s Ž3.491
" 0.009. = 10y1 2 MeV w3x. In evaluating Ž8. we take
< e < s Ž2.295 " 0.083. = 10y3 , and the superweak
phase fsw s 43.49 0 " 0.08 0 w3x. A straightforward
calculation shows that the gravitational corrections in
D m, fsw and < e < are suppressed by higher powers of
< g y g < J . Hence their neglect is justified by the small
upper limits that we find below on < g y g < J from
searches for modulations in <hqy < and fqy. We also
note that the present experimental measurements of
e X w21x permit us to neglect possible direct CP violation in the K 0 ŽK 0 . ™ pq py decay.

3. Experimental search for violations of the
Equivalence Principle
Our primary limits on < g y g < J will be based on
possible annual, monthly and diurnal modulations of
<hqy < and fqy, associated with potentials generated
by the Sun, Moon and Earth; we comment also on
possible energy-dependent effects in the observables
Ž5. and Ž6., which could be present for vector and
tensor interactions. Finally, we give limits on < g y
g < J based on the experimental upper limit of the
effective mass difference < d m <, in association with
galactic and extra-galactic potentials.
The data used for this analysis comprise the full
data set of 70 million K 0 ŽK 0 . ™ pq py decays
collected in the CPLEAR experiment in the years
1993, 1994 and 1995. The CPLEAR experiment is
described in detail elsewhere w22x. The CP-violation
parameters <hqy < and fqy were determined from
the asymmetry Aqy Žt . formed from the measured
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numbers of K 0 and K 0 decaying to pq py, N Žt .
and N Žt ., as functions of the decay time t w4,23x:
Aqy Ž t . s

NŽt . ya NŽt .
NŽt . qa NŽt .
1

s y2

<hqy <e 2

Ž G S y G L .t

cos Ž D mt y fqy .

1 q <hqy < 2 eŽ G Sy G L .t

,

Ž 9.
where D m is the K L y K S mass difference and
G LŽ G S . the K LŽK S . decay width, and the normalization factor a is defined in Ref. w23x.
We have verified that the performance of the
detector has been uniform for the duration of the
data-taking periods. This stability was monitored by
measuring the mass and width of both charged and
neutral K ) s, decaying into a kaon and a pion, for
each of the years 1993, 1994 and 1995 separately.
These quantities were found to be stable to the level
of 10y3 . Moreover we display in Fig. 1 the values of

Fig. 1. The values of <hqy < and fqy measured during the
calendar years 1993, 1994 and 1995, demonstrating the long-term
stability of the detector during different running periods ŽP24–
P29.. The horizontal error bars correspond to the duration of each
period and the centre is its mean weighted by the number of
events collected per day. For each observable, the solid line is the
result of the fit with a constant and corresponds to our average
value. The x 2 rndf values are 4.7r5 and 3.7r5, respectively, for
<hqy < and fqy.
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<hqy < and fqy found using data from different
running periods during these years. We note that
many effects that might cause time variations, faking
a correlation in the performance of the CPLEAR
detector, cancel between particles and antiparticles,
which is one of the design features of CPLEAR w24x.
The data are then split into subsamples corresponding to different values of the gravitational potential of the Sun, Moon and Earth. Although the
systematic errors on <hqy < and fqy are the same for
all the subsamples, for the purpose of the present
study a number of checks were performed on sources
of systematic errors that might induce false correlations with external variables. These include possible
variations in the size and energy scales of the detector due to temperature or other effects that could
mimic annual or diurnal modulations in the detector
response. We conclude that all the identified systematic errors are negligible compared with the statistical errors in each of the searches itemized below.
In view of these searches, a look-up table was
generated from the CPLEAR logbook data, which
associate run number, date and time with each datatape written. The run number of every event is stored
with it. The date and time of each run was used to
produce the look-up table, which provides the gravitational potential for each run number, corrected for
the position of the experiment at that time and the
precession and nutation of the Earth’s axis.
Values of <hqy < and fqy were calculated for
different subsamples. Limits on < g y g < J were determined from the slopes of linear fits with Eqs. Ž7. and
Ž8. to the data points. All limits are given at a 95%
CL. Note that in Ž7. only a non-negative value of
< g y g < J is allowed. When we get a negative central
value from a fit, we use the tables in w26x to translate
it to a 95% CL limit.
We have searched for the following possible effects, first giving limits for a spin-0 interaction of
infinite range, later for spin-1 and spin-2 interactions
and finally presenting a compilation in which finiterange effects are taken into account:
Ø A possible diurnal effect:
As a systematic check, the data were split into six
separate samples according to the time of day in
order to search for any variation in <hqy < and
fqy. The measured values of <hqy < and fqy are
plotted versus the time of day in four-hour bins in
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Fig. 2. Any astrophysical effect here is expected
to be much smaller than in the other cases, and
indeed none is found. We do not use these data to
extract upper limits on < g y g < J .
Ø Annual modulation due to the Sun’s gravitational
potential:
The CPLEAR data were analyzed with respect to
the time of year, in order to investigate any
possible correlation with the variations DU in the
gravitational potential of the Sun, due to the
eccentricity of 0.0167 in the Earth’s orbit. The
total of the data was split in ten samples of
roughly 7 million events each. The quantities
<hqy < and fqy were calculated for each data
sample and the mean time for the sample was
obtained as a weighted mean. The Sun’s distance
at this time was used to find the corresponding
mean gravitational potential. The results for <hqy <
and fqy are shown in Fig. 3 as functions of the
Sun’s gravitational potential. Within statistical errors, no significant correlation is seen between
<hqy < or fqy and the potential. The slopes from
the fits and their errors are used with Eq. Ž7. for
<hqy < and Eq. Ž8. for fqy to calculate limits on
< g y g < 0 of 6.5 = 10y9 and 1.2 = 10y8 , respectively. The fit results Žone-s bands. are also
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Measurements of <hqy < 2 and tan fqy as functions of the
time of day. For each observable, the solid line is the result of the
fit with a constant. The x 2 rndf values are 3.2r5 and 2.6r5,
respectively, for <hqy < 2 and tan fqy.

Fig. 3. Measurements of <hqy < 2 and tan fqy as functions of the
gravitational potential of the Sun. The lines represent the " 1 s
limits of the region around the central values given by the fit.
Note that in the top plot Ž<hqy < 2 . the physical value of the slope
cannot be negative, as can be seen from Eq. Ž7..

Ø Monthly modulation due to the Moon’s gravitational potential:
A search was made for possible monthly variations of <hqy < and fqy with the changing gravitational potential due to the Moon. Results are
shown in Fig. 4. No significant correlation is
observed for either <hqy < or fqy, leading to
upper limits on < g y g < 0 of 2.0 = 10y4 and 1.8 =
10y4 from <hqy < and fqy, respectively.
Ø The Earth’s gravitational potential:
The data have been split into two subsamples, for
neutral kaons travelling towards or away from the
earth Župwards or downwards.. No significant
variation in <hqy < or fqy is observed, leading to
limits on < g y g < 0 of 6.4 = 10y5 and 3.7 = 10y1
respectively. A systematic check was made by an
analogous splitting of the data, but where the
neutral kaon travelled horizontally, i.e., perpendicular to the Earth’s gravitational field. Again,
no significant variation in <hqy < or fqy was
found.
Ø Galactic and extra-galactic gravitational potentials:
The time scale of the CPLEAR experiment is
clearly too short to measure any variation of
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Fig. 4. Measurements of <hqy < 2 and tan fqy as functions of the
gravitational potential of the Moon and the corresponding "1 s
regions around the central values given by the fit.

<hqy < or fqy with the change in potential as the
Earth orbits the galactic centre. However, we can
place a limit on < g y g < by considering the difference between the energies of K 0 and K 0 in a
common effective galactocentric potential associated to a force with galactic range w20x. We take
< d m < s Žy2.6 " 2.8. = 10y1 9 GeV, as obtained
by CPLEAR w4x. In this way, we find an upper
limit on < g y g < 0 of 1.4 = 10y1 2 for a force with
range longer than the distance of the Earth from
the galactic centre, assuming conservatively a
mass of 10 11 solar masses for the galaxy 1.
This type of limit may be extended by considering the possible effective potential generated by
the Virgo cluster Žor the Shapley supercluster.,
which is likely to be the most significant extragalactic source. In these cases the relevant masses
and distances are less well known. However,
these have been estimated to be 10 14 Ž5 = 10 16 .
solar masses and 15–20 Ž250. Mpc respectively
w20x, giving upper limits for < g y g < 0 of 0.9 =
10y1 2 Ž0.7 = 10y1 3 .. This may be compared to
the similar analysis in w19x.

1

The corresponding limit based on the Sun potential alone is
< g y g < 0 - 0.7=10y1 0 .
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It should be emphasized once more that this
method used for the galactic and supercluster
cases requires the use of an absolute potential,
and hence involves an extra theoretical assumption. It should be noted that this method cannot be
applied to the Sun, Earth and Moon, since presumably the galactic andror extragalactic potentials dominate at the Earth surface, if the range is
large. The method of placing bounds using fqy
and <hqy < modulations avoids the use of absolute
potentials altogether, and therefore the bounds so
obtained are the best available from a model-independent point of view.
In all the cases considered, the values obtained for
<hqy < and fqy do not show a significant dependence on the potential, within 1.5 standard deviations. The above limits on < g y g < refer to a spin-0
interaction. Table 1 summarizes the best limits on
< g y g < obtained from <hqy < and fqy for tensor,
vector and scalar interactions. We note that the limits
from <hqy < are usually better than those from the
fqy data. The limits for galactic and extragalactic
gravitational potentials, obtained from d m, are also
reported in Table 1. The limits given in Table 1 were
all calculated for forces of range much longer than
the corresponding astrophysical distance scale, so
that the exponential factors expŽ rrr J . , 1.
It has been suggested previously w18x that all the
CP violation observed in the neutral-kaon mass matrix might be due to the interaction with an astrophysical source. Our results, on the absence of modulations correlated, e.g., with the Earth–Sun distance
do not allow us to reject this hypothesis, although
they can be used to constrain the allowed couplings
of conjectural particles as functions of their masses
w25x.

Table 1
Summary of limits on < g y g < for spin 0, 1 and 2 interactions
Source

Spin 0

Spin 1
y5

Spin 2
y5

Earth
Moon
Sun

6.4=10
1.8=10y4
6.5=10y9

4.1=10
7.4=10y5
4.3=10y9

1.7=10y5
4.8=10y5
1.8=10y9

Galaxy
Supercluster

1.4=10y1 2
7.0=10y1 4

9.1=10y13
4.6=10y14

3.8=10y13
1.9=10y14
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tainties, associated with uncertainties in modelling
large-scale structures.

4. Conclusion

Fig. 5. Limits on < g y g < J arising from the measured K 0 – K 0
mass difference w4x as a function of the effective interaction range.
Labels along the top denote the distances to several astronomical
bodies ŽMilky Way: MW, Shapley supercluster: SC. measured in
Astronomical units ŽAU.. The curves are upper limits shown
separately for tensor Žsolid line., vector Ždashed line. and scalar
Ždotted line. interactions.

In the cases of spin-1 and spin-2 interactions,
limits can in principle also be obtained from studies
of the energy dependence of parameters of the K 0 –
K 0 system 2 . We note that, in view of the small
range of g involved in the CPLEAR experiment
Žg s 1.54 at the average kaon momentum. and the
stringent upper limits on < g y g < obtained above,
CPLEAR is not sufficiently sensitive to constrain
significantly interactions with the energy dependences given in Ž2. and Ž3.. However, we point out
that a similar analysis of the combined data taken by
CPLEAR and experiments E731, E773 at FNAL w28x
would have considerably greater sensitivity to spin-1
and particularly spin-2 interactions, since the overall
range of g would extend up to the order of 10 6 .
Finally, we use the limit on the K 0 – K 0 mass
difference determined by CPLEAR w4x and the full
functional form of Eqs. Ž2. – Ž4. to compile the limits
on < g y g < J for a spin-J interaction as a function of
the finite range r J . These limits are shown in Fig. 5.
It should be emphasized that the more stringent
limits at large range have intrinsically larger uncer-

2
These can also be used to constrain the phase difference
parameters in the generalized interaction formalism of w27x for
violations of the Equivalence Principle.

We have found no evidence for any variation of
<hqy < or fqy associated with possible effective potentials generated by the Earth, Moon or Sun. We
have used our data to establish stringent upper limits
on possible effective spin-0, -1 or -2 interactions that
might induce apparent deviations from the Principle
of Equivalence, which we have given as functions of
their possible ranges.
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